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Synopsis

02.08. ➛ General Introduction 
09.08. ➛ Global Communications
16.08. ➛ Public & the „Larger Mind“
23.08. ➛ Information; Interface
30.08. ➛ Aesthetics;  Visual Culture

 





»The Wired World is older than 
the Internet: exploring the 
technological history of a 

networked culture«

  Phase 1 ➛  Cables 
  Phase 2 ➛  Wireless 
  Phase 3 ➛  Global Coverage 



GLOBAL MEDIA

1793 - SEMAPHORE TELEGRAPH
1855 - TRANSATLANTIC CABLE

1957 - SPUTNIK, SATELLITE



CHAPPE: SEMAPHORE



CHAPPE SYSTEM





MESSAGES =135KM / MIN





From Semaphore to Telegraph

 1779 F.A.Mesmer, „magnetisme animal“
 1820 H.C. Oersted, electromagnetism
 1831 M. Faraday, induction voltage
 1833 C.F. Gauß, el.magn. Telegraph,Göttingen 
 1836 Morse & Veil, 1837 Ch. Wheatstone

 ➛ The Telegraph was the very first 
     application of electricity



ALEXANDER V. HUMBOLDT

„Creating new organs (tools for observing) 
increases the mental, often also 

physical strength of humans.
In the closed electric circuit, thoughts and desires 

are carried faster than the speed of light.“

technical means  ➛ organs / media



ELECTROMAGNETIC WRITER (A.VAIL)



TELEGRAPHIC WRITING BY MEANS OF 
ELECTRICITY AT A DISTANCE



MORSE & VAIL TELEGRAPH 1844



SIEMENS INDICATOR TELEGRAPH 1847





„There is at the bottom of the sea, between Cape Race 
in Newfoundland and Cape Clear in Ireland, a remarkable 
steppe, which is already known as the telegraphic plateau.“

Matthew F. Maury: The Physical Geography of the Sea, 1855



PORTHCURNO, CORNWALL







HMS AGAMENON 1858







„Wiring the abyss“
(England ➛ New England)



A HIGHWAY OF THOUGHT
» This is an important triumph of modern 
engineering enterprise and skill which deserves 
our admiration. English telegraph engineers 
deserve great credit for the boldness and 
enterprise they have exhibited in laying down 
so many ocean lines. They have made the ocean 
a highway of thought.«
                             Scientific American, May 1855



Global Deep Sea Cable Network 
British telecommunications hegemony end of  the Belle Epoche



Transmission Problems 1855-1866: 
 - no repeaters
 - no code
 - no theory
  
 Decoding: mirror galvanometer



Implications: beginning of world produce 
markets, news networks, global businesses, 
stock tickers, news market:
 London - Reuter‘s Telegram Company 
 New York - Associated Press
 Paris - Agence Havas
 Berlin - Wollfs Telegraphenbüro

 ➛ Communication as a commodity



(1950) 
  



➛ Communication revolution: TELECOMMUNICATIONS

»The nineteenth century saw a revolution in both space 
binding and time binding. Space-binding media, such as 
paper or electricity, are portable and knit distinct points 
in space together over great distances. Time-binding 
media, such as statuary or architecture, are durable and 
bind distinct moments across great spans of time. 
Writing inscribed on stone is time binding; we can still 
read the Rosetta stone today. The telegraph, because its 
cargo is weightless and swift, is space binding.«

Harold A. Innis: Empire and Communications, 1950



»Technologies such as the telegraph and radio refitted 
the old term ‚communication‘, once used for any kind of 
physical transfer or trans-mission, into a new kind of 
quasi-physical connection across the obstacles of space 
and time.«

John D. Peters: Speaking into the Air, 1999

 



»The far could now speak to the near, and the dead 
could now speak to the living.«

John D. Peters: Speaking into the Air, 1999

 



WIRE ROPE MAKING MACHINE



GUTTA PERCHA (RUBBER)



GEOPOLITICS:

➛ Phase 1, British = sea cable network
➛ Phase 2, American = Wireless telegraph, Telephone, 
Radio, Radar, Electronic Intelligence.

» The British Empire was the first hegemony based on 
telecommunications ... «
Peter J. Hugill: Global Communications since 1844. 
Geopolitics and Technology, 1999

Tom Standage: The Victorian Internet, 1999 



CRYSTAL PALACE, LONDON 1851







»The Wired World is older than 
the Internet: exploring the 
technological history of a 

networked culture«

  Phase 1 ➛  Cables 
  Phase 2 ➛  Wireless 
  Phase 3 ➛  Global Coverage 



Vision: The »Grand System« 

„In the future, wires will unite the head offices of the 
Telephone Company in different cities, and a man in 
one part may communicate by word of mouth with 

another in a distant place.“ - A.G.Bell 1877



Steps in Telecommunications technology: 

 1850 - End of semaphore telegraphy
 1865 - Internatinal Morse Code
 1880 - Speech signals
 1895 - „Coherer“ (wave detector)
 1915 - Vacuum tube amplifier, 
   „telephone speech“
  




G. MARCONI 



MARCONI WIRELESS STATION, 
NEWFOUNDLAND (1902)



KENNELLY-HEAVISIDE LAYER (1902) 
„IONISATION OF THE ATMOSPHERE“ 



»The Wired World is older than 
the Internet: exploring the 
technological history of a 

networked culture«

  Phase 1 ➛  Cables 
  Phase 2 ➛  Wireless 
  Phase 3 ➛  Global Coverage 



NICOLA TESLA (1901) 
„WORLDWIRELESS“ TRANSMISSION 



WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY 
(ETHERAL, WIRE-LESS, RADIANCY) 

 
Dec. 1902 – first transatlantic signal transmission
Jan.  1907 – commercial transatlantic radio service
   „Marconi Wireless“

   „Marconi was using 17 of my patents“ 
           (N. Tesla)



ARTHUR C. CLARKE: 
Extra Terrestrial Relays (1945) 

„Can rocket stations give world-wide coverage?“



  
„The orbital velocity is 8km/s, and a rocket which 

attained it would become an artificial satellite, circling 
the world forever with no expenditure of power – 

a second moon, in fact.“



SATELLITE COMMUNICATION 
„It will be observed that one orbit, with a radius of 
42,000 km, has a period of exactly 24 hours. A body 
in such an orbit, if it is plane coincided with that of 
the earth’s equator, would revolve with the earth and 
thus be stationary above the same spot on the planet.“

Arthur C. Clarke: How the World was One, 1992

  



IMPLICATIONS 

➛ „World coverage“ over satellites („world-wide ultra-
high-frequency radio services, including television“)

➛ Instantaneous Communication (realtime)

➛ Metaphors: 
 Global Brain (G.H. Wells), 
 Noosphere (Teilhard de Chardin), 
 Cité Mondial (Paul Otlet)
 Global Village  (McLuhan)





Spaceship Earth:
„At the moment of Sputnik, the planet became a 
global theater in which there are no spectators but 
only actors.“ (McLuhan) 



➛  Sputnik was the first global media signal ever: 
acoustic, with a political meaning but without any 
explicit message.



„The medium is the message.“ (McLuhan 1958) 





„Photograph of the century“ - Lunar Orbiter 1966



„WHOLE EARTH“ - LUNAR ORBITER 1967





HAWAII - TEXAS - PARIS (1915)



Astronaut Photograph (7.12.1972)
AS17-148-22727



 
  Media & Theory: an afterthought 

 



ERNST KAPP

1808-1896



PHILOSOPHIE 
DER TECHNIK
Zur Entstehungsgeschichte 

der Cultur aus neuen 
Gesichtspunkten

Braunschweig 1877



„The nerves are the cables of the animal body;
telegraph cables are the nerves of mankind.“ 



PHILOSOPHY OF THE AXE



ORGAN PROJECTION

οργανον = body part (or) tool 
Human organs and techniques in a neccessary relation:

COEVOLUTION (Paul Ehrlich)

Technical innovation is a result of performance, not invention
HÄNDE WERK = material reason for consciousness





ARTEFACTS & ORGANS

Tools (mechanical) are ➛ exteriorized muscles and bones 
Instruments are ➛ projections of human organs

Cable networks are ➛ extensions of the nerve system



Paul Otlet (1868-1944): „Ciné, phono, radio, télé : ces 
instruments tenus par les substituts du livre sont devenus en 
fait le livre nouveau, les oeuvres au degré le plus puissant pour 
la diffusion de la pensée humaine.“ ➛ Hypermedia:               
„ces instruments d’ubiquité, d’universalité et d’éternité“



➛ „Cerveau méchanique et collectiv“
➛ „Réseau de communication, de cooperation et d’échanges“

       Paul Otlet: Traite de documentation (Bruxelles 1934)



 
„Men are suddenly nomadic gatherers of knowledge, 
nomadic as never before, informed as never before, 
free from fragmentary specialism as never before – 
but also involved in the total social process as never 
before; since with electricity we extend our central 
nervous system globally, instantly interrelating every 
human experience.“

Marshall McLuhan: Understanding Media. The 
Extensions of Man, 1964


